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1. Overview 
Our aim is to collect and deliver wireless neural data that corresponds to planning of action sequences and selection 

of action. The goal of WP1 is to provide the data that will be utilized by WP2 - WP4 in development of their tools. We 

will provide non-human primate behavioral correlates of neural activity which act as a proxy for the decisions humans 

would take within the smart home environment. In order to do this, we have previously set up a wireless neural 

recording environment with video-based motion capture while monkeys conducted structured learned walk-and-

reach behaviors(Deliverable 1.1). In the current deliverable, we have developed a multi-level decision task (Proactive 

Sequential Action Selection - PSAS) which represents action sequences within a smart home environment. The design 

of this task became necessary to be able to provide behavior evidence for proactive planning in a sequence of actions. 

Having such behavioral evidence will avoid later difficulties in interpreting the neural findings. Through multiple 

iterative improvements of this task during the current reporting period, we have been able to refine the task design 

and to isolate a behavioral marker that shows the benefit of proactive planning, which is a core concept of the 

Plan4Act project. For reasons of efficiency, the PSAS has been developed as a touchscreen based task. To implement 

sequences of physical interactions typical for a real-world environments, like in the SmartHouse, we are in parallel 

developing a smart behavioral data collection device suited for monkeys (Barrel PRimate Interaction Movement and 

Enrichment device - B-PRIME). This device much more directly resembles equipment which will be present within the 

human smart home environment, thus allowing direct comparison of behavioral data from the smart cage primate 

environment across to the the smart home human environment. 
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1.1. Development of implant system for wireless recordings 
The current PSAS task evolved from the previous simple A(stand)-B(walk)-C(reach) task to a more complex, branched, 

multi-level sequential action selection task. This allows us to predict the decision choice for stage C (between C1 and 

C2) while the animal is still behaviorally at stage A (in an A B C task). This complex  task is most relevant for the goals of 

Plan4Act and addressed in the current deliverable in detail. 

Following a suggestion brought up during the last review meeting, and going beyond the DoA, we have now implanted 

one animal not only in premotor and motor cortex, but also in higher brain areas (Supplementary Motor Area).  

1.2. Link to other Work Packages 

1.2.1. Link to WP2: 

We have and continue to share our previously collected data with WP2 in order for them to understand the type, 

quality, and significance of the data that is collected from primate experiments. These data samples help WP2 build 

better data analysis tools for WP3. This also helps them characterize and build a “dummy” or virtual brain in order to 

generate sample data for the purposes of working on communication and real-time data streaming to WP3 and 

beyond.  

1.2.2. Link to WP3: 
We have shared our data analysis methods as well as analyzed data with WP3 in order for them to learn what is 

required from our specific data for this type of analysis. This helps WP3 understand hardware requirements such as 

computation power and time. 

1.2.3. Link to WP4: 
We are working closely with WP4 in order to implement our designs and task development into physical objects with 

which the Smart House can be equipped. Our behavioral recording device will use the same communication protocol 

and data collection that devices in the Smart Home within WP4 will use. This requires constant communication and 

bidirectional feedback. 

2. Part I: Proactive behavior in sequential action planning 

2.1. Cage-based animal training 

In the current period of the project WP1 has been focusing on the action sequence planning task to show proactivity 

in movement planning. In this task the agent is engaged in a behavioural task that requires him/her to conduct a 

sequence of individual actions in order to achieve his/her behavioural goal. More specifically, two animals have been 

training on the Proactive Sequential Action Selection task (PSAS, see below). Both animals are performing the PSAS 

task on a touchscreen using a stand-alone cage-based training and testing system for rhesus monkeys [eXperimental 

Behavioral Instrument (XBI), Calapai et al., 2017]. The idea of the task is to provide a behavioral read-out for proactive 

planning in a sequence of actions. This behavioral read-out will allow more conclusive interpretation of 

neurophysiological data from these animals. The layout of the task on the XBI touchscreen mimics the layout of the 

task as it is intended for the final phase of the experiment in the SmartCage. Neurophysiological recordings are 

planned first for the XBI version of the task, and later for the SmartCage implementation. The intermediate step of 

training the task on the XBI rather than in the SmartCage is intended to speed up the overall process and provide an 

early proof-of-concept for the suitability of the task for proactive behavior in monkeys. In addition, this approach 

allows fast iteration and modification of the task design until a reliable task is settled upon. This more refined version 

of the task can then be implemented into the Smart Cage environment. 
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2.2. Link to other Work Packages 

2.2.1. Link to WP2: 

This version of the task allows WP2 to consider multi-level branched task design as an input for their data analysis 

methods. This task design is shared with WP2, and decided upon together, in order to build synergy in the data 

analysis methods. 

2.2.2. Link to WP4: 

We are working closely with WP4 in order to understand and implement the types of decision trees which would be 

available for humans within the Smart Home environment. This task design allows us to represent multi-level decision 

trees in a common home environment (i.e. bottom drawer of the top shelf, or second drawer in the left cabinet etc.). 

We can represent such option pathways as abstract decision targets on a touch screen environment. 

2.3. Proactive sequential selection (PSAS) task 

In the PSAS task the animal, in each trial, has to perform a sequence of actions in order to receive the desired reward 

(Figure 1). The sequence consists of two reaching actions (B and C) towards visible targets on the screen, once a trial 

has been initialized by the animal with an initial action (touching the screen on a ’start button’; stage A). The order of 

the actions matters, for instance, action C can be performed only when action B has already been performed, 

otherwise the trial would count as incorrect. Also, at each stage (B and C), multiple options are available, but only one 

is correct. The time to perform the actions is restricted so that proactive planning of the full sequence of actions is 

encouraged whenever possible. 

 

Figure 1. The schematic diagram for an example decision tree with two branching options. 

Our aim is to behaviorally test whether the selection from among the C-options already takes place at stage A, 

together with the selection from among the B-options (proactive action planning), or whether the animal decides 

from among the C-options only once its choice and reach toward the selected B-target has been successfully 

completed. Thus, here we distinguish two different forms of action planning. The first is called proactive action 

planning because the animal plans action B and action C at stage A, while the latter is called sequential action planning 

since the planning of action C requires completion of action B. In order to behaviorally test for proactive action 

planning, we apply two main trial types: sequential trials and proactive trials, and quantify the expected reaction time 

gain for proactive behavior. 

For the monkey experiments, we focus on sequences of actions (A-B-C) to show proactivity in movement planning, 

i.e., the availability of the plan to move from B to C prior to execution of the move from A to B. In order to do this, 

during the task, the animal is offered two main trial types which are sequential trials and proactive trials. The time to 

touch the targets is restricted and the next target in the sequence (e.g., ‘C’) only counts if the previous one (here, ‘B’) 
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has been touched already. Thus, the monkey has to speed up for successful completion, encouraging him to anticipate 

which target will be valid next and plan a corresponding movement already, whenever possible. In the current version 

of the task, the valid C-target will either be known from instructive cues that are available from beginning of a trial 

(proactive trial), or will not be known and not be predictable before completion of the B-action (sequential trial). In 

each trial type the animal has a certain amount of time (planning period, time from cue to go-instruction) during 

which the animal can plan its movement toward the targets. Our hypothesis is that proactive behavior should result in 

shorter overall execution time relative to the behavior when the animal is not planning proactively but has to conduct 

sequential actions one-by-one. Thus if the animal knows what to choose next, it might seamlessly chain its actions 

toward the targets which result in faster execution time of the sequence. Where does this expected time savings in a 

favor of proactive trials take place during the course of the action sequence? 

The behavioral read-out for proactivity will be the total execution time of the sequences of actions (Figure 2). 

Sequential and proactive trials of the PSAS task take a certain total execution time to be performed (ETseq, ETpro).  

 𝐸𝑇 =  𝑅𝑇𝐵 + 𝑀𝑇𝐵 + 𝑃𝐺 + 𝑅𝑇𝐶 + 𝑀𝑇𝐶  

ET = Execution Time 

RT = Reaction Time 

MT = Movement Time      (Equation 1) 

PG = Proactive Gain 

 

This ET is the sum of the reaction time (RTB) and movement time (MTB) for action B, and the sum of PG, RTC and MTC 

for action C where PG is the proactive gain. In a sequential trial no proactive planning is possible (PG=0) (equation 1). 

The PG, here, is a hidden internal behavioral parameter, which is the expected time savings in proactive trials relative 

to sequential trials. In other words, in the proactive case the difference between action B and action C decreases for 

the proactive relative to sequential trials (Figure 2). A proactive trial of the PSAS task is expected to take shorter ET 

than a sequential trial to be performed (ETpro < ETseq). The value of the PG is: 

1) Null hypothesis (H0): the animal is planning sequentially even in proactive trials (PGseq=0; see above, sequential 

trial). This would indicate that the animal is not making use of the information about the required action C before 

finishing action B. 

2) Hypothesized outcome (H1): the animal is planning proactively (PG<0). This is observed by an RTC_pro shorter than 

RTC_seq. Note that RTC_pro= PG + RTC, which means, in the proactive case, the delay between stage B and stage C 

decreases relative to the sequential case, hence the proactive planning should reduce the proactive ET required for 

the whole sequence of actions. 

The task designs in which proactive trials differ from sequential trials by the point in time at which instructive 

information about the valid C-target becomes available, the time needed to process this sensory information will also 

affect the total time for conducting the sequence. This potentially confounds the interpretation of the measured PG. 

Therefore, an additional manipulation is needed to estimate the time that is attributed to this sensory processing, to 

then infer the actual net PG that results from a proactive cognitive strategy. For this, we introduced a third category of 

trials which are proactive trials with perturbation. Perturbation trials are rare and randomly interspersed with regular 

trials to make them unpredictable and not let the monkeys adapt their behavioral strategy to this type of trial. In a 

perturbation trial the valid and the invalid C-targets are “swapped” at an unpredictable time prior to the completion 

of action B. If the animal proactively planned action C at the time of the perturbation then this proactive plan needs to 
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be rejected and updated with a new plan, similar to sequential planning. If the perturbation is applied at a time or in a 

trial in which there was no proactive planning, it should not have an effect. With this manipulation we can titrate the 

existence and the time course of proactive planning. 

Regarding PG in perturbation trials: 

3) Hypothesized effect of perturbation (Hp): Late updating of the C-target positions around the time of completion of 

action B should have a maximally delaying effect, i.e. reduce the absolute PGperturb to zero; very early updating of the 

C-target position before the go-cue should have little to no delaying effect, i.e. PGperturb= PG. The evolution of PGperturb 

as a function of the time of the perturbation will allow us to measure when proactive planning is available and leads to 

proactive gain. 

 

Figure 2. Expected results for the PSAS task with perturbation.Vertical blue bars indicate times at which stimuli on 

the screen are changing, e.g. when presenting the potential targets and the target cues, or the go-cue. Vertical black 

bars indicate times when the animal initiates (RT: reaction time = time between visual cue and movement onset) or 

finishes an action (MT: time between movement onset and target acquisition). The vertical gray bar is a hidden 

internal behavioral parameter which indicates when the movement plan for the 2nd action becomes active depending 

on the perturbation of the proactive planning, i.e. a measure of the proactive gain (PG). We can infer the PG from the 

comparison of the MTs and RTs in the different trial types. 

 

2.4. Behavioral training and iterative improvement of the PSAS task 

Animal H and animal K have been training on the PSAS task for ten and two months, respectively. We tested different 

versions of the PSAS task (Table 1), and recorded the behavioral data to identify the most promising task design for 

the planned neural recordings. Criteria for an ’optimal’ design are: 

● The animals are capable of performing the task with high performance for each trial type and each stage. 
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● Except for encouraging proactive behavior, the proactive trials should differ as little as possible from 

sequential trials, especially regarding the need for the animal to process sensory information during the trial, 

triggering task-irrelevant additional actions, etc. 

● The design should lead to robust behavioral indication of proactive behavior in one but not the other type of 

trial, but as few as possible other behavioral differences. 

We will report the ideas and results of the different versions and lay out the plan for the final design in the following 

section. 

Table 1 summarizes the details for the four task variants we have iterated through during the training process in order 

to reach the optimal design. In the following we discuss the results that are based on using the certain task variants 

(Version 1 to Version 4). 

  Stage A Stage B Stage C 

PSAS  CueB CueC B C CeuB CueC B C CueB CueC B C 

Version 1 

Sequential ✓ - ✓ - ✓ - ✓ - ✓ - ✓ - 

Proactive ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ - ✓ 

Version 2 

Sequential ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓ - ✓ - ✓ 

Proactive ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ - ✓ 

Version 3 

Sequential ✓ ✓ ✓ - - - ✓ - - - - ✓ 

Proactive ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - - ✓ ✓ - - - ✓ 

TaVersionsk 

4 

Sequential ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - - ✓ ✓ - - - ✓ 

Proactive ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - - ✓ ✓ - - - ✓ 

Table 1. Summary for the iterative improvement of the PSAS task. We have tested four different task versions in order 

to reach the optimal design that is the most suitable for the planned neural recordings. In each task sequential and 

proactive trials were applied so far without perturbation. The table shows the visibility of the cues and targets of the 

certain stage for each stage of each task versions. Checkmarks indicate whether the certain cue or target was visible at 

certain stage. CueB and CueC stand for cues for stage B and stage C, respectively (Figure 3). While B and C stands for 

targets for stage B and stage C, respectively. Note that the target at each stage was presented together with its 

distractor. 
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Figure 3. Left panel: The schematic diagram for a possible decision tree of the PSAS task with two branching options. 

In this example, the highlighted path indicates the correct path the animal has to choose in order to receive the 

desired reward. Right panel: The schematic diagram for the touchscreen showing the labels for the cues and targets 

within the touchscreen. These labels are corresponding the labels that are used in Table 1. 

2.4.1. Version 1 

The animal is engaged in a behavioural task that requires it to conduct a sequence of individual actions in order to 

achieve its behavioural goal. In order to predict the animal’s choice for level C before action B had been performed, 

here, we applied sequential and proactive trial types. In PSAS version 1, sequential and proactive trials were as follows 

(Figure 4). In a sequential trial, at the beginning of the trial, the animal is offered the possible decision end points 

(potential reach targets) and the target cue for stage B (yellow in the example of Figure 4). If the animal acquired the 

correct target at stage B, it is then offered the possible decision end points and target cues for stage C (blue in the 

example). In a proactive trial, all the possible decision end points and target cues are introduced at the beginning of a 

trial already. 

More precisely, in order to accomplish the trial, first, the animal needs to acquire a starting position (touch white disc 

with the hand) to initiate the run of a trial and get the optional reach target positions (large colored discs in upper part 

of screen with variable horizontal position) and instructive target cues (small colored discs in lower part of screen and 

fixed positions; left and right to avoid occlusion by the arm) for two follow-up actions presented (stage A). Second, 

upon instruction (“go”-cue = disappearance of the white disc), the animal needs to select a target among the set of 

possible near targets (B1-yellow and B2-pink shown in the example) and reach to it (stage B). In this example trial 

picking yellow is the right choice for stage B, as indicated by the lower target cue. Third, once a choice has been 

successfully made at stage B, the animal then is allowed to reach for the target at stage C. In this example trial, picking 

blue [blue serves as target (C1), while green serves as distractor (C2)] is the right choice for stage C, as indicated by the 

blue upper target cue. 
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram and timeline for PSAS version 1. The top part of the figure shows the visibility of the 

cues and targets for both trial types (proactive, sequential) within the touchscreen. The bottom part of the figure 

shows the timeline for the task including the animal’s behavior for each stage. 

By that time only animal H was doing PSAS version 1. We have tested our hypothesis whether animal H is making use 

of the information about the required action C before finishing action B. Here, the overall execution time turned out 

to be faster for proactive than sequential trials by about 100 ms (Figure 5). This finding was consistent across many 

training days. 

 

Figure 5. Results for the overall execution time for each trial types. Results for animal H. 
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Figure 6. Distributions for RT and MT for stage B and stage C. Results for animal H show robust difference between 

the RTs for action C, namely RTC is faster for proactive than sequential trials by about 120 ms. However MTB is faster 

for sequential relative to proactive trial. 

 

RTB and MTC are not different between the two trial types. RTC_pro, however, was significantly shorter (difference is 

about 110 ms and consistent across training days) relative to RTC_seq.This could indicate that animal H is proactively 

planning its action C at the time A (Figure 6). The statistical analysis also revealed that MTB_seq is faster relative to 

MTB_pro. Although the difference in RTC between proactive and sequential is robust the difference on the MTB made us 

realize that the two trial types differ in more respects. More precisely neither the possible locations nor the target 

cues for stage C are visible to the animal in the sequential trials relative to proactive trials. In the proactive trials the 

animal is exposed to all the possible decision endpoints and all the target cues for both action B and action C already 

at the beginning of the trial. On the other hand, in the sequential trials the animal is exposed to the target cue and 

possible decision endpoints for stage C once action B had been successfully performed. These differences might result 

in couple of interpretations of such result. First, once the choice for stage B has been successfully performed for the 

sequential trial, the animal has to shift its attention towards the bottom of the screen for further instructions (to get 

updated about the target cue for action C), second once the target cue for action C got revealed the animal has to 

search for the possible decision endpoints for stage C on the screen and third it has to match the target cue for action 

C with the correct endpoint to receive the desired reward. Thus couple of extra processings are needed to solve a 

sequential trial compared to a proactive trial: e.g. attention shift, visual search and color matching. 
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2.4.2. Version 2 
In order to narrow down the differences between the two trial types, therefore eliminate most possible confounding 

factors in version 1 we have worked on refining the PSAS task as follows.  

In version 2 all the possible decision endpoints (both for stage B and stage C) are visible for the animals for both trial 

types (Figure 7). Further, here the animal is offered the target cue action B at the beginning of the sequential trial.. 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Schematic diagram and timeline for PSAS version 2. The top part of the figure shows the visibility of the 

cues and targets for both trial types (proactive, sequential) within the touchscreen. The bottom part of the figure 

shows the timeline for the task including the animal’s behavior for each stage. 

 

Animal H and animal K performed PSAS version 2. We have tested our hypothesis whether the animals are making use 

of the information about the required action C before finishing action B. Here, the overall execution time turned out 

to be faster for proactive than sequential trials by about 100 ms for animal K but not for animal H (Figure 8). 
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Figure 8. Results for the overall execution times for animal H and animal K. 

 

Second, we analysed the difference between RTs and MTs for each action for both animal K (Figure 9) and animal H 

(Figure 10). 

Results for animal K: Interestingly, the RTB_seq was about 50 ms shorter for sequential trials relative to RTB_pro. One 

possible explanation of such result might be that proactive trials need more complex action planning, namely, 

processing of the two targets cues and the processing of the two actions towards the decision endpoints. In the 

sequential trials, however, the animal can plan only one action by knowing the correct decision endpoint. Similar to 

the results for Task 1, here, RTC_pro was about 130 ms shorter compared RTC_seq (Figure 9). 

 

Figure 9. Distributions for RT and MT for stage B and stage C. Results for animal K. 
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Results for animal H: Figure 10 shows the distributions for the RTC for each trial type (proactive and sequential) across 

six training days.  

RTC_seq showed bimodal distribution, which distribution was consistent across training days. One part of the RTC_seq 

was as fast as RTC_pro while the other part of RTC_seq was significantly slower relative to RTC_pro. We hypothesized that 

animal H guessed about the required action C at level A, as the possible end points for action C were available already 

at the beginning of each trial. Once target cue for action C got revealed the decision on C either got confirmed or 

rejected during completion of action C. Once the plan on action C was rejected the animal had to replan its action 

towards C in order to receive the desired reward. We hypothesize that if the plan was confirmed by the target cue for 

action C, RTC was similar to those of for proactive trials. On the other hand if the plan on C was rejected RTC slowed 

down. 

 

 

Figure 10. Distributions for RT for stage C across four training days. Results for animal H. 

 

2.4.3. Version 3 
So far the target cues for the required action B and C stayed on the screen throughout the course of the trial. This 

nature of the task, however, allows the animal to shift its attention towards the target cues about the required action 

for stage C while conducting the sequence. This attentional shift could, generally, slow down RTC for both trial types. 

In order to encourage the animal to plan its action sequence at stage A and eliminate additional task irrelevant actions 

(e.g. attentional shift towards the target cues) while conducting the trial we introduced the memory period. Namely, 

in version 3 the target cues about the required action B and C disappeared together with the go cue. Thus, at the 

beginning of a trial, the animal is instructed with the target cues about the required actions for B and C for both trial 

types. However, the number of the visible possible decision end points was different between proactive and 

sequential trials. More precisely, on one hand, the animal was instructed with all the possible targets for each stage 

for proactive trials, on the other hand, the animal was instructed with the possible targets for C once action B had 

been performed (Figure 11).  
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Figure 11. Schematic diagram of the memory version of the PSAS task 

First, we tested whether the overall execution time for proactive trial is faster relative to the sequential one. The 

analysis showed that the execution times were faster for proactive relative to sequential trials by about 100 ms for 

both animals (Figure 12). These findings were consistent across training days. 

 

Figure 12. Results for the overall execution time for each trial types. Results for animal H and animal K. 
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Second, we analysed the difference between RT and MT for each action (Figure 12). 

 

Figure 13. Distributions and results for RT and MT for stage B and stage C. Results for animal H. 

RTB and the MTC were not different between proactive and sequential trials. Although RTC was significantly faster for 

proactive relative to sequential trials the results also showed that RTC for both trial types was significantly faster than 

those of RTC collected in version 1 and version 2. In version 3 the animal is encouraged to store information about the 

required action C in memory and recall that information before conducting action C. In version 1 and version 2, 

however, the animals were allowed to shift their attention towards the lower part of the screen to get confirmed 

about the required action C while conducting the sequence, given the target cues were available throughout the 

course of the trial. 

2.4.4. Version 4 
In order to decrease the differences between the proactive and sequential trial type to the minimum we introduced 

PSAS version 4 (Figure 14). Here, in both trial types, the possible decision endpoints (B1, B2, C1, C2)  and the target 

cues about the required action B and C are available already at the time of stage A and they disappear together with 

the ‘go’ cue. 

Although, here, the possible decision endpoints for both trial types are visible for the animals, in the sequential trials, 

the decision end points for action C are greyed out and their colors get revealed once action B had been successfully 

performed (Figure 14). 
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Figure 14. Schematic diagram of the PSAS version 4 using two potential motor goal endpoints at stage C for each 

trial type. 

 

First, we tested whether the overall execution time for proactive trial is faster relative to the sequential one. The 

analysis showed that the execution times were faster for proactive relative to sequential trials by about 100 ms for 

both animals (Figure 15). These findings were consistent across training days. 

 

 

Figure 15. Results for the overall execution time for each trial types. Results for animal H and animal K. 
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The statistical analysis yielded that both RTC and MTC are faster for proactive than sequential trials. However RTB and 

MTB are not different between the two trial types (Figure 16). 

 

Figure 16. Distributions and results for RT and MT for stage B and stage C. Results for animal K. 

 

In PSAS version 4 the difference between the two trial types are minimized. Although in sequential trials the locations 

for possible decision end points are visible to the animal the two trial types only differ by the onset at which 

instructive information about the required action C becomes available. In other words, there are two possible motor 

goals for action C as their colors are grayed out. This difference might confound the interpretation of the results on 

PG. Thus, here in PSAS version 4, we introduced a third category of trials which are proactive trials with preturbation. 

In this trial type the positions for the valid and invalid C-targets are swapped at an unpredictable time prior to the 

completion of action B (Figure 17). Thus if the animal proactively planned action C before the time of the perturbation 

for action C then this proactive plan needs to be rejected and updated with a new plan. As a consequence of this new 

plan RTC_propert (reaction time for proactive trials with perturbation) and/or MTC_propert (movement time for proactive 

trials with perturbation) for action C slow down. 
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Figure 17. Schematic diagram of the PSAS version 4 using two potential motor goal endpoints at stage C for 

sequential (not shown here, please see Figure 14) and proactive trial types. In this version of the task the target 

cues disappear together with the go cue. Within the proactive trials we introduced two trial subtypes, proactive 

with and without perturbation. In those proactive trials with perturbation the positions for the valid and invalid C-

targets are swapped at an unpredictable time prior to the completion of action B. 

 

Example data for animal K shows that the ETs were faster for proactive relative to sequential trials by about 160 ms 

(Figure 18). 

 

Figure 18. Results for the overall execution time for each trial types (sequential, proactive with and without 

perturbation). Results for animal K. 
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Statistical analysis yielded that both RTC and MTC are faster for proactive than sequential trials (Figure 19). The 

analysis yielded that RTC_propert is faster than RTC_seq and slower than RTC_pro. Furthermore, MTC_propert turned out to be 

slower than MTC_pro and MTC_seq.  

 

Figure 19. Distributions and results for RT and MT for action B and action C. Results for animal K. 

To sum up, in the time period of the project WP1 has been focusing on the action sequence planning task to show 

proactive behavior and has been training two animals on the PSAS task using a touchscreen. We tested four different 

versions of the PSAS task and recorded behavioral data to identify the optimal task design (Figure 20). The behavioral 

results suggested that PSAS Task 4 would lead us to have robust behavioral indication of proactive behavior and have 

the least differences between the two trial types. 
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Figure 20. Summary results for the four different task variants WP1 has iterated through to identify the most 

optimal task design for testing proactive behavior. In the summary table P and S indicate whether the certain RT or 

MT was faster for either proactive or sequential trials, respectively. The schematics show the visibility for the target 

cues and possible decision end points for each trial type and for each task variants within the touchscreen. Note, 

that the schematics represent only stage A and stage B. 

 

3. Part II: Smart primate interaction devide 

We are also designing a series of devices named PRIME for PRimate Interaction Movement and Enrichment devices. 

These devices will allow primate interaction in varying methodologies while featuring behavioral data collection with 

an array of embedded sensors. We have designed our first behavioral recording device in this series, that can help 

mimic certain primate behavior in physical space. This device will be placed within the smart cage environment as a 

potential interaction option for the primate (among the current touch targets). The current iteration of the interactive 

device is our “B-PRIME” or Barrel-PRIME concept. The idea is to implement the previously discussed PSAS into three-

dimensional, physical space. This device would allow us to collect physical movement data instead of data of the 

animal simply interacting with a touch screen. In keeping with the ideas put into the initial proposal, we are now 

implementing these types of interaction devices into the smart cage environment. 

3.1. Link to other Work Packages 

The concept of this B-PRIME is to give the animal an interaction device that is real and physical. Just as a disabled 

individual would have physical interaction tools (such as door handles, cabinet knobs, drawers and light switches) 

within their home environment to interact with. The idea of simply thinking of a natural interaction (opening a door) 

and implementing an actuator to perform that action becomes much more realistic when viewed within this 

paradigm. The ultimate goal for WP1 would be to collect data in order for WP2 to build proper data analysis tools that 

can then be implemented by WP3 for handicapped or disabled individuals. The interaction device is designed so that 

subjects do not have to interact with a touch screen or another artificial input method, but simply think of opening a 

door or sliding open a drawer in order to actuate their surroundings in the smart home environment. Toward this 

goal, WP1 will work closely with WP4 in order to implement the ideas developed in the B-PRIME device into the smart 

home environment.  
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3.1.1. Link to WP4: 
We are working closely with WP4 in order to understand and implement the types of decision trees which would be 

available for humans within the Smart Home environment. This tool development allows us to represent the complex, 

multi-level, decision task in a physical environment for the primates so that it can have an exact analogous task within 

the smart home environment for humans. We are planning a direct representation of this tool within the smart home 

environment utilizing the same protocols and electronic paradigms across both Work Packages. This allows us to 

obtain the exact same behavioral data from primates as we would from humans, building a direct bridge between the 

data collected from WP1 to the actions taken in the Smart Home in WP4.  

3.2. Transition of B-PRIME to human smart home environment 
The idea of recreating the B-PRIME device as a human usable, actuated device within the smart home exists in order 

to recreate data/actions performed and recorded in the primate environment with humans within the smart home on 

an analogous system. This requires us to work closely with WP4 in order to provide direct feedback and input into the 

design of the human version of the B-PRIME utilizing the same protocols and control schemes used within the smart 

home. This communication and collaboration is already underway. 

3.3. Design 

In order to physically implement the PSAS idea, we had to outline the basic flow of the study. The study, as previously 

discussed, implements a nested choice decision tree where each choice opens up multiple other options to be chosen 

from (see Figure 1). In order to implement this, we wanted one physical action choice to make an exclusive subset of 

physical options available, and another physical action choice to make another subset of exclusive options available. 

This was implemented by physical rotation of a barrel. The various choices are implemented on the sides of the barrel 

but are inaccessible to the user. Once the user turns the barrel in one direction (or the other) then only the subset of 

options corresponding to that direction are available to the user. This basic schematic is shown in Figure 21. 

 

Figure 21. A schematic representation of the  
rotational barrel which implements color-coded 
options available exclusively from each side. The 
small black circle is a knob that is used to rotate the 
barrel along its long axis. The LED strips next to the 
knob show which direction the barrel should be 
rotated, while the LED strips further away cue 
which one of the food wells contain the actual 
food. These food wells are also color-coded by 
LEDs. These colors would correspond to the color 
shown on the LED strip in the middle (along the axis 
of the knob). Once the barrel is turned toward the 
correct food well, the door is reached through and 
the food is removed. 
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The original idea in Figure 21 shows a simple barrel design which records the rotation of the barrel (how the animal 

interacts with the device). The barrel presents a reward within one of the four available, color-coded reward 

chambers. Then the front panel has a row of LEDs that illuminate to signify direction as well as target color. The 

animal then holds the knob (facing him) and turns the barrel so that the corresponding treat chamber is available for 

dispensing. Ultimately this design was revised for multiple sensors, food dispensing, recording as well as actuating 

based on animal interaction and the revised and updated design is shown in Figure 22. 

 

A

 

B 

 

C

 

D 

 

 

Figure 22. Barrel-PRIME Device. A) The external part of the device shows a box (roughly 50 cm tall) with a 
small access window (about 22 x 15 cm). B) External cover removed, shows two concentric rotatable 
barrels around a central support pillar. The outer barrel has a rotation sensor (shown in black) while the 
inner barrel has a servo controlling its rotation. C) Once the outer barrel is removed, the inner barrel 
(partially transparent) shows four food wells which could potentially deliver food to the operator. One of 
these will be chosen to be the “correct” one per trial and the user will have to rotate the outer barrel to 
align the food well with the window to be able to access the food inside. D) Once the inner barrel is 
removed, the cap of the inner barrel shows feedthroughs that allow food and an extra hole for wires to be 
fed to the inside of the barrel. The tubes allow food delivery from the food dispensers on the top of the 
device, through a planar feedthrough plate to each of the food wells along the sides of the inner barrel. 

The design of this device consists of a two part, outer box shell. The lower box has a small window (22 cm by 15 cm). 

This window is the only access point to reach and touch the rotating barrels inside as well as to obtain the food 

dispensed by the device (as shown in Figure 22A). Within this box are two concentric rotating barrels (as shown in 

Figure 22B). The outer barrel has rows of windows (or holes) which allow limited access to the inner barrel. The inner 

barrel, in its current iteration, contains two sets of access holes oriented opposite to each other (as shown in Figure 

22C). Within this inner barrel are four individual channels to allow food delivery to each of the four locations inside (as 

shown in Figure 22D). The entire barrel assembly is held in place by a central post that allows free rotation for both 

barrels around the central axis. The upper chamber (with all electronics as well as the food delivery system) is 
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physically isolated from the rotation chamber. The upper box contains the microcontroller board, the wiring, interface 

boards, as well as large volume food chambers that are attached to food dispensers. There are feedthroughs built into 

the cap of the inner barrel that allow passage of food and wires for the electronics (as can be seen in Figure 22D). This 

allows the upper chamber with electronics and food delivery to remain sealed and inaccessible. 

3.4. Device electronics and measurements 

The device is outfitted with multiple sensors and actuators. The primary measurement that the device collects is the 

rotation direction and speed of the outer barrel. This rotation information is sent to a motor that controls the inner 

barrel. The inner barrel is never accessed or directly moved by the primate. The only way to move the inner barrel is 

to move the outer one. A servo motor controls the inner barrel and locks it in place so that it is not turnable unless the 

outer barrel is moved. This gives us the flexibility to alter the rotation rate and response of the inner barrel. We can 

make multiple turns of the outer barrel equate to a single turn of the inner barrel, or the other way around. We can 

also reverse direction so that rotating the outer barrel to the right moves the inner barrel to the left. This gives us 

flexibility in designing and devising experimental protocols that help us collect data for our current PSAS or future 

experimental designs. The inside of the device contains a Teensy development board. This Teensy controls motor 

drivers which are attached to 4 food dispensers. These food dispensers are 3D printed devices obtained online from 

the OpenEphys project. The Teensy also has a rotation sensor that determines the rotation direction and speed from 

the outer barrel. The Teensy controls a strip of LEDs on the front panel of the device, which give an indication of what 

stage the current trial is in. There are also four infrared sensors attached to the food well so that the device knows 

whether the food has been accessed or still remains within the device. This also allows us to make a security check 

whether to turn the device or not, if the animal’s finger is inside the food well or not. If the sensor detects the animals 

finger, it will refuse to turn the barrel. Once the food has been removed from the food well, and the sensor does not 

detect any finger, the device then resets the experiment and returns back to its original position. 

The software running on the device is installed on a Teensy project board with custom firmware installed. This 

software has two running modes: 1. Feedback mode with consistent monitoring. 2. Standalone mode. 

3.4.1. Feedback Mode 

The feedback mode with monitoring involves a backend hardware component (previously developed for recording 

behavioral interaction through various input methods) monitoring the device and its sensors. The device remains in 

constant communication with this backend and sends information that it collects from its sensors back to the backend 

monitor. The monitor then processes the behavioral information and determines whether to progress through the 

trial or to deviate and stop the trial, for example. This type of backend monitoring allows the barrel device to be able 

to take part in other types of experimental protocols that just need an input method and a treat delivery as output. 

The experimental design and protocol can be varied at the backend without manipulating or reprogramming the 

barrel device itself.  

3.4.2. Standalone Mode 
The standalone mode allows the device to sit within the animal enclosure with no feedback or constant oversight. The 

device will have a set of experimental protocols and trial types that it will cycle through (or randomize through) and 

will be able to maintain its status as long as there is power and food within the treat dispenser. The standalone mode 

of the device allows it to be deployed anywhere, particularly where it would be difficult to lay wires or have multiple 

electronics taking up space (and/or getting dirty/wet). The standalone mode of the device (paired with a large internal 

battery) would allow this device to function in any environment and for an extended period of time. This allows the 

device to be very flexible and mobile.   
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3.4. Example experimental application 
A sample experimental protocol would follow as such: The device readies by selecting one of the four food wells as 

the “correct” choice. It then dispenses food into one of these food wells. The LED then lights up do declare that the 

device is ready to receive input. Once an animal approaches it, the device determines that the animal is ready to 

interact, and the device begins the trial (after waiting a preset amount of time). When a trial starts, the inner rotation 

barrel is unlocked. A second LED then lights up to show which direction the device should be rotated. A third LED also 

shows which one of the four food wells is the correct choice. The animal must then rotate the outer barrel in the 

correct direction. This rotation drives the inner barrel to rotate and exposes the inner food well toward the animal. 

The animal reaches inside and removes the food well. The device waits a certain amount of time, and then the LEDs 

signify that the device is in “reset’ mode. This involves disabling control of the inner barrel, as the inner barrel is driven 

back to its original starting point by the motor. During this time, the next correct food location is chosen out of the 

four available locations. Then, food is dispensed, and the outer LED switches back to “waiting for input” mode. This 

would be one example of the device running in standalone mode and automatically conducting trials based on input. 

The alternative mode would, at each stage, have the device sending information across a connection to the 

monitoring hardware and verifying that “the animal is ready” or “the animal has taken the food” etc. This would allow 

the external monitoring device to timestamp and record these behaviors from its side. It could also give the command 

to “abort trial and reset position” of the inner barrel. Thus restarting a failed experiment while recording this data on 

a computer or synchronizing it with neurally recorded data. 

The device would be installed on one side of the smart cage environment where the animal would have to rotate the 

barrel in the correct direction in order to receive a reward. This area would also have wireless neural recording 

antennas so that the animal (while freely moving within the cage environment) would be able to interact with the 

device and neural data would be recorded simultaneously. The interaction device would also send synchronization 

pulses to notify within the neural recording where and when the behavioral data is recorded. This would give a time-

stamped record of interaction that can be synchronized with the neural data at time of analysis. The current 

implementation would have data analysis done offline (after the recording session has concluded). The alternative 

implementation would have wireless transmitters embedded within this smart device allowing it to stream the data it 

collects wirelessly to a receiver somewhere else. This data could then, theoretically, be analyzed much sooner and 

could potentially affect the animals environment in real time as it interacts with this device.  

3.5. Prime series of devices 

The concept of the PRIME series of devices is to implement multiple independent methodologies for primate 

interaction. This allows us to develop a common platform upon which we can build unique and independent devices. 

These devices would then communicate over a common protocol, or through the same protocols so as to be 

interoperable with backend software (and ideally hardware). Each independent device can be completely different in 

design and methodology, but record data and send this data in the same way, so that they could be interchangeable. 

Figure 23 shows the first version of our custom designed Printed Circuit Board (PCB) which will be implemented into 

B-PRIME. This design is generic with common input outputs for encoders, motors, and LEDs which will most likely 

remain (in various forms) on other PRIME devices, allowing us to use the same development and concepts in future 

designs. 
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Figure 23. Custom designed PCB for current and future PRIME devices. A) Generalized schematic of 
connecting digital output pins to ports for easy connections to motors, encoders, sensors, and LEDs. B) 
Board layout for positioning of the Teensy microcontroller board as well as the various connection ports 
for digital input and output. 

4. Summary 
In this deliverable, we have shown our progress in the development of a multi-level action sequence selection task. 

This task draws a parallel to nested decision trees inherent in the smart home environment (i.e. opening a door to 

access a light switch, etc.). The multiple stages of this task development show the progress of refining the task until it 

isolates and shows the benefit of proactive planning (the goals of Plan 4 Act) over standard reactionary BMI 

methodologies. This new task demanded a new method of interaction to draw direct comparisons between the 

primate behavior in the recording set-up and the human actions within the smart home. In order to achieve this, we 

also developed a unique primate behavioral device (B-PRIME) to mimic a rotating cabinet found within a standard 

kitchen. This type of behavioral analogy will allow us to more directly compare the data we collect with the data 

collection methods by WP4 in the smart home. This will also allow the work through WP2 and WP3 for data analysis 

be more accurate as the data collected will be much more similar. 
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5. Future Work 
As described in this deliverable, we continue to develop and train two primates in a complex, multi-level, action 

selection task. In parallel, we are designing and developing a physical device for primate interaction. The progress of 

the trained primates will be monitored over time as they continue to improve and conduct more trials. Wireless 

neural recordings are to begin soon in order to synchronize their behavior with the neural data collected. This will 

then be passed on to other Work packages within the consortium for their reference and applications. The B-PRIME 

device will continue to be designed and built with a working prototype scheduled near the end of the 2018 calendar 

year. This initial prototype will provide feedback for design iterations or improvements which will be implemented the 

following year and eventually, a working device will be placed with the animal within a cage environment. This will 

allow for wireless neural data as well as synchronized behavioral data collection from a physical interaction device. 

This data will be shared with and design principles compared with the design of equipment in the Smart Home. 

 


